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ABSTRAKT

ln a northeast part of Republic Cuba in cities Nicaro
and Moa are maintained 4 plants on production and
processing of Ni-Co ores. On plants is saved about 150
millions tons of wastes, containing iron and chromium.
The annual gain of stocks makes 5-6 million tons. The
capacities íilled with wastes are prepared for mine.
ln the report results of researches on recovery from
wastes of iron and chromium and reception Feconcentrates
and
Cr-concentrates
are
stated.
Technological processes are low-intensity magnetic
separation, high-intensity magnetic separation and
gravitational
beneficiation
on
orbital
sluices.
Technology of heneficiation plant hy productivity on
initial raw material 1OMt/y is offered.
Taking into account that Cuba does not practically
possess iron ore and chromium ore and considering the
easy access to these technogenic deposits, their location
in the industrially developed region, the construction of
such plant is represented urgent.

ln the report results of study of mineral structure of
tails, researches of technology of their beneficiation
with the purpose of reception of Fe-containing and Crcontaining concentrates are resulted. The batch of tail s
is selected on one from plants, on which recovery of the
nickel produced by a method roasting with recovery
metal nickel. This material we have named " T ails of
Nicara".

MINERAL STRUCTURE, PHYSICAL ANO
CHEMICAL PROPERTIES

The investigated material has size of particles less
than 200 microns, is strongly magnetic, of hrown and
black colour. On data of microscopic researches, of the
chemical, phase, thermal and roentgen analyses basic
minerais are magnetite and wüstite. Few hematite,
maghemite and chromite is available also. High contents
wüstite is connected that material strongly reduction in
roasting (the degree of reduction is 0,7).
The spectral analysis
shows increased contents
MnO, Ni and Co, connected with asbolan . Basic
unmetallic mineral - serpentine. Few residual olivine
and nontronite is available also. Chemical structure is
shown in Table I.

INTROOUKTION

ln a northeast part of Republic Cuba in cities Nicaro
and Moa are maintained 4 plants on production and
processing laterite ore, which contained nickel, cobalt,
iron and chromium.. Recovery of the nickel on three
plants produced by a method roasting with recovery of
the metal nickel. One plant work on sulphuric acid
technology with recovery of the nickel from ore without
roasting. Now on plants is saved about 150 millions tons
of Fe- and Cr-containing tails; the annual increase of
stocks makes 5-6 million tons.

Table l-Chemical composition of "Tails ofNicaro",%

Centro of researches black metallurgy of Cuba
deliver to Mekhanobrchermet lnstitute for researches 2
batch of Fe- and Cr-containing tails in weight of 60 tons
each ..

Microscopic study of a raw material shows: in class
minus 20 microns content of ore minerais is a littl e bit
reduced and there is rather stable up to a class minus 5
microns, where its increase is again marked. Basic ore
minerais - magnetite and wüstite cre<lte with non-ore
minerais dense aggregate. The parity ore minrals and
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EXPERIMENTAL (Fe-CONCENTRATE)

non-orc minerais in aggregate allows divide them on
poor (< 30% ore minerais) and rich (> 55 % ore
minerais) grains. The share aggregate wilh content of a
ore phase 35-55% are insigni ticanl.

The material structure of a raw material testifies to
presence of contrast properties ore minerais and nonore minerais - magnetic susceptibility and true density.
ln this connection are investigated processes separation
hy magnetic and gravitation metl1ods.

Ratl1er tlün size (less tl1an 5 microns) magnetite,
wüstite, hcmatite and silicates and close tl1eir mutual
growing togetl1er allow to make a conclusion about
impossibility of reception high discovery of tails even
by most thin grinding. ln a class plus 45 microns
contain increased quantity silicale- serpentine.

Is established expedience use low-intensity magnetic
separation (LIMS), where increase content iron in
concentrate makes 7,1 % instead of 0,5-2,5% at two of
other processes. (Tab1e III).

Ore minerais present densc aggregate ratl1er thingrain magnetite and wüstite.Are marked also larg-grain
magnetite, hematite and chromite.The granular analysis
has shown even distribution of iron and Si02 on classes.
Rich classes on irem
45-30 microns and 30-20
microns. The content of iron in t11em makes 55,0% and
51 ,6%, tl1e contcnt of Si0 2 is 7,4-9,5 %. Yicld of a class
less tluw 45 microns make 74,2% from raw material. By
the gravity analysis of grain-classes of tails is
establishcd, that in fraclion > 4 ,2 g/cm 3 is allocated
product witl1 contnt of iron 53,3-59,3%. Content of iron
59,3% takes place only in a class 500-160 microns and
the yield of a class makes 0,55% from raw material. The
majority fractions contain 54,1-55,4 % of iron.

Beneticiation of "Tails of 1-hfKapo" on grain-classes
has shown, tl1at by classification of a material is possible
to receive a gain of tl1e contents of iron in a magnetic
product on 5-6 %. ln all grain-classes with increase of
a magnetic tield intensity a yield magnetic produkt and
content in him of iron increase (tl1e exception on quality
magnetic product makes a class -500 + 45 microns). 1t
is explained by that witl1 increase intensive of a field ,
i ncrease force, working on free magnetic parti eles,
allowing to take tl1em and to increase a parity ore-unore
in magnetic product. ln a case witl1 a class -500 + 44
microns takes place opposite process, when on a first
stage are taken rich grain, and with increase intensity poorer.

The magnetic analysis of classes
of "Tails of
Nicaro " (Tahle II) determine, that all classes, for
exception fraction -I O + 5 microns and -5 + O microns
havc high coercive force (8,04-8 ,76 kA/m). As a whole
ali classes have high specific mag netic susceptibility.

Table III- Parameters separation of "Tails of Nicaro" by
various metl1ods (in one stage), %
Content of Fe

Table Jl- Magnetic properties of "Tails ofNicaro",%
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magnetic
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The essential increase of recovery of iron in magnetic
product (5,7-42,0%) is observed at intensity of a
magnetic tield 64-I28 kA/m. Furtl1er increase of
intensity up to 160 kA/m result in insigniticant (0,72,7%) increase of recovery. It allows to recommending
for beneticiation "Tails of Nicaro" separators witl1
intensity of a magnetic tield on 128 kA/m.

Rcsearches of physical, chemical and mineral
propcrtics of "Tails of Nicaro" have confirmed a basic
opportunity of allocation of Fe-containing and Crcontaini ng concentratcs.

For increase of quality tina! magnetic products
preliminary classitication of initial tails with apart by
beneticiation of each class is necessary. By heneticiation
of a class -45 + O microns is expedient to remove from
him a class -20 microns , tlult will much increase as
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to i11clude in the flowsheet separation of raw
material on two classes (plus 45 microns and minus
45 rnicrons) and their heneticiation on separate
!ines;

quality mag11etic product (hy 3,5-6,3% ), and recovery of
iron (on 11,3-14,\'íéJ). Such classitication result i11
redistrihution of iro11 on grain-classcs as follows: at
content in an initial product 42,5% Fe, the contents of
iron in classes makes: class -500 + 45 microns- 41,5%
Fc, class -45 + O micro11s - 46,1% Fe, class -45 + 20
microns - 50,0% Fe ..

hc11eticiation in hasic stage produce with use of
magnetic int1uence on particles;
taking into account high coere i vc force of raw
material, produce a mi11imum qua11tity operation of
magnetic
separation
witl1
suhsequent
demag11etization of products;

Experience on grinding of a class -500 + 45 microns
and subseque11t his heneticiation have shown
purposcless this operatio11, as contcnt of iron in
magnetic product is not increased by decrease of
recovery 011 I 0,2-21 ,3%. More effective receptio11 from
this class rough concentrate witl1 tl1e suhsequent his
recli11i11gt.

execute gri11di11g of the rough concc11trate, received
from classes is largcr tha11 45 micro11s, witl1 the
suhseque11t be11eficiation;
to e11ter operation preliminary deep desliming of
products or tl1e 11owsheet;

Is investigated process of iníluence magnetic
desliming on parameters of heneticiation. Desliming
allows consolidate magnetic particles and to remove
from process a part tails a11d poor grain. It provides in
suhsequent operatio11 of magnetic separation as increase
of quality mag11etic product and essential (on 18,721,8%) increase of recovery of iron.

non-magnetic products of LlMS to deduce i11 a
separatc cycle and to heneliciatio11 with HIMS.

HAU'-INDUSTRIAL TESTS (FeCONCENTRATE)

By beneficiatio11 of classify tails are received
followi11g mag11etic products: from a class -500 + 45
microns - 56,2% of iron with recovery 90,4%; from a
class -45 + 20 microns - 56,2% of iron with recovery
88,1 %. Proccssi11g products from these experience
execute under two 11owsheets: (I) demagnetization desliming - low-intensity mag11etic separation (LIMS)
and (2) demagnetization - desliming t1otatio11.
Demag11etization is e11tercd in con11ectio11 with high
resid1'al mag11etizatio11 of mag11etic products.

ln conseque11ce of lahoratory researches is formed
the technological t1owsheet of hc11cficiation of Fecol1taining "Tails of Nicaro". The i11stallatio11 of
11owsheet was carried out 011 Experienced heneticiation
plant of Mekha11ohrchermet Institute.
The tlowsheet is carried out followi11g. The raw
material aftcr repulpation acts on douhle classilícation i11
hydrocyclo11e on a class 45 micro11s. Overtlow of 1stage acts 011 2-stage. Underllow of hydrocyclon 1stage (class plus 45 micro11s) acts 011 Iow-i11te11sity
magnetic separator. Mag11etic product acts on grindi11g
in hall mill. Ball mill work in a closed cycle witl1
hydrocyclo11. Non-mag11etic product of LTMS acts on
gravitational sluice. Undertlow of hydrocyclo11s 2stages of classiticatio11 comes hack in a head processes.

Compariso11 llotatio11 a11d LIMS tina! concentrate has
shown the preference of LIMS. By tlotation incre-ase of
COiliL'IIl ofiron has made 0,5% a11d decrease ofrecovery
on 1O'i\. LTMS allows to increase of content of iron on
I, I 'lr) and decrease of recovery on 4,4%.
By heneficiation of "Tails of Nicaro" are form nonmagnctic products with conte11t of iron from 38,4% up
to 48'/'ú. During researches execute verify possihility of
association t11ese produkts and he11etieiation them in a
separate cycle hy high-intensity magnetic separation
(HTMS). Is estahlished, that from incorporated nonmagnetic products with content of iron 38,8% an
opportunity to receive magnetic products with content of
iron 44,6-49,0% and recovery 70,9-93% is availahle.
The parameters separatio11 testify that optirnum
separation is possihle an induction of a magnctic licld
0,05-0,15 T. The i11crease of quality magnctic product
makes ahout 1O'k at high recovery.

Mag11etic product after gri11di11g acts 011 deslimi11g
and furtl1er acts 011 LIMS 2-stage. Magnetic product of
LIMS 2-stage separatio11 moves on demagnetizatio11.
Non-magnetic produkt acts 011 high-i11te11sity mag11etic
separation (HIMS).
Overtlow of classificatio11. estahlishcd in a hcad of
the tlowsheet (a class mi11us 45 microns), moves 011
deslimi11g a11d further acts 011 LIMS. Magnetic product
of scparators acts 011 demag11etizatio11, and a IIO!lrnagl1etic product acts on HTMS.

Thcses hy half-i11dustrial tests:
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Alkr dcmagnetization magnctic products move on
dcsliming a11d furú1cr act on LIMS. Magnctic product
moves on thickening and filtration. Non-mag11etic
prm1uct acts 011 HIMS. Non-magnetic products of LIMS
are united and act on HlMS. Mag netic product of HIMS
aets together with a concentrate of LIMS 011 thickening
and filtration . Non-magnetic product of LIMS 1-stage,
non-magnctic product HlMS , and also ovcrllows ali
dcslimings are united andare tails.

regimen on productivity, density of a feed and in
selection ope11ing of hydrocyclons. De11sity of a feed of
unit of dassiticatio11 cha11ged from !190 g/1 up to 1360
g/1, productivity - from 120 kg/11 to 1340 kg/11. 011
rcsult of tcsts receive following regime11 of work of u11it
of classitication: productivity - 300-350 kg/11. de11sity of
a feed of hydrocyclones 1250-1300 g/1. The following
parametcrs werc provided: density of undertlow 1-stage
- 1450-1500 g/1, content of a clctss minus 45 microns in
overl1ow - 99,0-99,4 %.

Artcr installation o r thc llovshcct its adjustmcnt was
carried out.

Low-intensity magnetic separation (LIMS) produce
on drum separators. By tests is formed size necessary
intensity of a magnetic tield drum separators - no less
than 128 kNm (Table IV).

Thc opcration of classi lication carne true in
hydrocyclons GC-75 in 1-stagc and GC-50 in 2-stage.
Rcgulation of unit of classi1ication produce with thc
purposc of thc most cffective division of "Tails of
Ni caro" on a class 45 microns and consist in sclcction of
Tahlc TV- I nrluencc inte11sity of mag11etic ficld drum scparators on parameters separation
·~·-··-----h~v-n.vn.•.w=w·~~~~-.

Contcnt of ~c. %. in :
l"ccd

I

····················································································································································································································································
lntcns ity

9fi
128
160

39.3
39.3
39.3

9fi
128
160

48.0
48.0
48.0

96
128
160

54.0
540
54.0

96
128
160

57.0
57.0
57.0

magnetic
non-magnctic
Undert1nw nf hydrocyclons 1-stage
31.1
54.0
52.8
19.4
52.8
19.4
Overflow of hydrocyclons 2-stage after desliming
48.8
47.6
52.2
32.3
52.0
30.5
Magnetic produkt afte r grinding
55.0
52.1
56.6
29.5
56.2
30.8
Rnugh concentra te after demagnetization
58.6
52 .8
58.2
44.6
57.6
48.9

Yield

Recovery

35.9
59.5
59.6

49.3
80.0
80.1

33.8
60.9
61.8

34.4
66.2
67 .0

66.2
90.3
91.4

67.4
94.7
95.1

73.0
91.3
93.0

75.0
93.2
94.0

microns make 9,8 % at uniform distribution of iron on
product.

Tl1e following parameters scparation of products of
the fluwshect are receivcd: on undertlow of hydrocyclones 1-stage - magnetic product wiú1 content 52.~ 54.()fJr, of iro11 a11d recovery 49.3-XO.I %; on overtlow of
hydrocycloncs 2 stages a1"tcr dcsliming - content 4~.X52.2'1t, recovery - 34,4-67 %; 011 magnetic pro-ducts
arter grinding - content 55.0-56.6'/h, recovery 67.4 95.1 '7u; 011 incorporatcd concentratc atlcr demaglletization- contcnt 57.6-5X.6 %, recovcry 75-94%.

Desliming of ilie product of thc circuit produce on a
class 10-20 micron. Conditions desliming is regulate by
opening and expenditure of additional water. Contrai
came true on dcnsity of undert1ows desliming and
content of iron in products.
Increase of density of untertlow of desliming result in
the decrcasc of contcnt of iron in them and incrcase of
lasses of iron in overflow is established. Optimum
density of undert1ow is 1300- 1350 g/1.

Thc regulation of unit of grinding of magnetic
product consist in sclection watcr-rcgimcn of mills and
parity opcning hydrocyclon for e!lective classification
hy a class 45 microns in onc stage. Modc work of
installation : productivity- 105 kg/11, dcnsity of a feed of
hydrocyclo ncs - 1140 g/1, density of underllow or
hydrocycloncs - 1430 g/1, dcnsity or overflow of
hydrocyclones - 1060 g/1. Unit. or grinding is rather
e1lectivc - in overllow of hydrocyc lon particle plus 45

High-intensity magnetic separation (HTMS) nonmagnctic product drum scparators produce on rotor
scparator wiú1 matriccs of the grooved plates with the
separation gape 4 mm in one stage of bencrtciation. ln
this operations work oul ilie regimen separator~ by
di ffcrent of an induction of a magnetic field (Table V).
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Table V- Influence of induction of a magnetic tield of
HIMS on parameters of separation, % x
lncluction
T

Proclucts

Yield

Content
ofFe

Table VI- Chemical composition of Fe-c ontaining
concentrate from "Tails ofNicaro",%

Recovery
ofFe

Fe
58,0

..........................................................................................................................
feed

100.0

33.4

100.0

0.1

magnetic

12.9

47.0

18.2

0.1

non-mag

87.1

11.4

81.8

0.2

mag netic

22.9

46.8

32.1

0.2

non-mag

77.1

29.4

67.9

0.3

magnetic

40.1

44,1

53.0

0.3

ntlll-mag

59.9

26.2

47.0

0.4

mag netic

45.2

43.2

58.4

0.4

non-mag

54.8

25.4

41.6

0.5

magnetic

51.8

41.0

63.6

0.5

non-mag

48.2

25.2

36.4

x

Cr203
1,65
Na 20
0.8

FeO

25 ,0
C aO
0,19

Fe203
55,2
MgO
1.85

Si02
5,0

co2

s

0,11

0,22

P20s
0,092

MnO
0.8

Ti02

0,32
CoO
0.127
LOJ
2.64

AJ203
5,5
NiO
0.6

c
0.28

EXPERIMENTAL (Cr-CONCENTRATE)

Researches execute witll tlle purpose of study of an
opportunity of passing reception from products of the
beneticiation of
"Tails of Nicara" Cr-containing
concentrate. The analysis of raw material has shown,
that in them content 3,29 % Cr 20 3 • Content of Cr 20 3 in
products of the technological tlowsheet: undert1ow of
hydrocyclons of classitication of "Tails of Nicara" 2,6%; overflow of hydrocyclons of classific ation of
"Tails ofNicaro"- 2,2%; magnetic products of LIMS1,5-1,8%; non-magnctic products of LIMS- 2,7-8,2%.
Results of the analysis allow to make a conclusion, tllat
basic mass of Cr2 0 3 is concentrate in non-magnetic
products of the tlowshect of the production Fec
containing concentratc.

Produc tivity of HIM-separators - 60 kg/h , density of

a feed- 1260 r/n .
Separator allows in addition to take from an raw
product, containing 33,4% of iron, magnetic product
wit11 an yield 12,9 - 51 ,8% with content of iron 41 ,047 ,0%. Expediencc it is possible to consider regímen of
an induction above 0,2 T and content of iron in
magnetic products 46,8-47 %. Increase of an induction
produce to to decrease (on 2,7%) quality magnetic
products and parameters of tlle flowsheett as a whole.
Conce.ntrate from two operations (final concentrate)
acted on tllickening and tiltration. The content of
moisture in concentrate has made 17,5%.

This greatest interest present the non-magnetic
product of LIMS, tllat work on undertlow of
hydrocyclons (more t11an 45 microns), as content Cr20 3
in it reach 8,0-8,2% (in ali other non-magnetic products
of tlle flowsheett content only 2,7-3,9% of Cr 20 3) . Yield
of non-magnetic products witll increased content of
Cr 20 3 makes 14, 1%.

B y the technological flovsheet of half-industrial tests
witJ1 continuous regímen from "Tails of Nicara" witll
contcnt of iron 44,4% is received concentrate witll an
yield 52,9 %, content of iron 58 ,0% and recovery 69,2%;
content of iron in tails h as made 29%.

The furtller researches were carried on selection of
the equipment and regímen separation it product for
reception Cr-containing concentrate. Int1uencc to
parameters separation following parameters ot" process
and equipment is investigated : grinding, high -i ntensity
magnetic separation on separators 6 ERM ; gravitational
combination of
beneticiation on sluice KOD-IA;
beneticiation - magnetic-gravitation.

ln processes of tests is prepared batch of concentrate
in weight of 500 kg for an estimation of metallurgical
properties and batch of tails of weight of 200 kg for an
estimation of an opportunity of recovery of Crcontaining concentrate. Chemical composition of Fecontaining concentrate is show n in Table Vl .

Results of researches are shown in Table VII and

VIII.
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Tahle VII- Parameters of recovery Cr 20 3 from tails of drum separator, %
Tails of LIMS +45microns

Products

I content

yicld
100

Feed

l

8.2

I recovery
I 100

Non-ma '11

Heavy frac
Eas fracti

Tails of LIMS after grinding to -45
microns
yield
I content
I recovery
100
I 8.2
I 100

98.5
1.5

64.8
35.2

8.9
5.3

70.3
29.7

75.8
24.2

10.2
89.8

28.8
5.3

35 .8
64.2

97.8
2.2

39.9
60.1

12.4
5.4

60.4
39.6

72.7
27.3

13.1
86.9

21.2
6.2

33.9
66.1

Tahle VIII - Parameters of recovery Cr20 3 from tails of drum separator with combine methods , %
content
39.2
31.3
21.2
28.6
The analysis rcceivcd results shows, that the effect is
rcccived on technology gravitation sluice and HIMS gravitational sluice. With application of these
processes concentrates with content Cr 20 3 35,539,4% and rccovery 25,0-75,8% can be received.
Mi ncral structurc of Cr-containing concentrate is
shown in Tablc IX.
Contcnt of Cri) 3 in concentratc has made 38,839,4%, yield of the Cr-containing concentrate (from
"Tails of Nicara")- 1,4-2,6 %, recovery Cr 20 3 (from
"Tails of Nicaro") - 25,1-39,3 %.
Table IX - Mineral structure of Cr-containing
concentrale from "Tails of Nicara", %
Fe
18.8
Chromite
55.0

Cr20J
39.4
Serpentinc
20.0

Magnetite
13.0
Olivine
10.0

Hematite
2.0

CONCLUSIONS

ln Mekhanobrchermet Institute executes technological
researches and tests of Fe-containing and Cr-containing
wastes of plants of Repu h li c Cuba.
Through magnetic technology, including low-intensity
magnetic separation and high-intensity
magnetic
separation, is received Fe-containing concentrate with
content 58 % Fe, 10,5 % Si02 and AL 20 3 ; the recovery of
iron in concentrate has made 69,2%.
Through
magnetic-gravitational technology, (highintensity magnetic separation - gravitational sluice) is
received Cr-containing concentrate with content 39,2%
Cr 20 3 and recovery Cr20 3 (from raw material) 39%.
On results of researches is recommend construction a
beneficiation plant in Nicara or Moa with productivity 10
million tons/ year. The project of the beneftciation plant
can be elaborate by Mekhanobrchermet Institute. Basic
technological equipment can be made in Ukraine.
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